STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Anu Khan ’12
I’m a senior in the chemistry dept., hailing from North Attleboro, MA. I’m pursuing a certificate in Materials Science and Engineering and my current research interests include nuclear fusion technology and surface chemistry. For my thesis--“Surface Characterization of Lithiumized Plasma-Facing Components for Fusion Reactors”--I looked at the effect of high heat and particle fluxes on lithium-coated molybdenum substrates as a model for diverters in tokomak reactors, like the National Spherical Torus Experiment at PPPL. I’m also the co-president of the Princeton Materials Research Society. In my free time, I like to explore Princeton and the surrounding community. I love taking bike rides to the Institute for Advanced Study or the Princeton Battlefield for a picnic.

STUDENTS IN THE NEWS

Christina Chang receives 2012 Spirit of Princeton Award ... more

Ana Alvarez in a video feature: ‘A Princeton Story’ ... more

Adam Jaffe wins Grand Prize and Christina Chang wins Second Prize at the 2012 Undergraduate Research Symposium ... more

NEWS

Congratulations, MSE Class of 2012!
On June 4, twenty-four students graduated from the MSE Certificate Program. ... more

Adam Jaffe awarded PRISM’s highest undergraduate honor, the ‘Outstanding Materials Student Award’... more

PUMRS Co-President Anupama Khan is the recipient of the ‘Outstanding Leadership in Materials’ Award... more

Additional PRISM Awards can be found here

AWARDS

PRISM faculty members Debenedetti, Ong and Groves elected to the National Academy of Sciences .... more

PRISM acting director Arnold and faculty members Benziger and Koel awarded Addy Funds .... more

Schmidt Fund awards support transformative technologies .... more

EDUCATION OUTREACH PROGRAMS

The Princeton Institute for the Science and Technology of Materials (PRISM) is happy to welcome PCCM and MIRTHE REU students and visitors.

For more information on the programs, please visit:
PCCM (princeton.edu/pccmeducation)
MIRTHE (mirthecenter.org)

MSE ACTIVITIES

May 4, MSE Field Trip to the MET
Prof. Soboyejo and MSE students on a field trip to the MET .... more

May 7, MSE Picnic
PRISM hosted a picnic for their MSE students, faculty and staff .... more